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Five years have passed since Calron was forced to leave the Red Boar School, and the memories

of his fallen Master continue to torment him to this day.Fighting for survival within the dangerous

mountains, Calron discovers a hidden secret stored within his body that changes everything he

knows about himself and the world. A secret that will endanger both him and everyone else around

him.Join Calron as he delves deeper into the Desolate Mountains and uncovers the nefarious plots

threatening to destabilise the entire Kingdom of the Beasts.
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It finally came out! Buuut, I think it was the tiniest disappointing, he didn't converse with a human the

whole book. With his relations the book didn't mention any one of them until the epilogue. The next

one better come out faster than this one.

Saw over all improvement in this book. The English still feels so... forced maybe? Sometimes the

author uses words that just don't fit well in a sentence versus another choice and that causes it to



be a not very smooth read at times. But improvement!

I read this book as unedited chapters because I could not wait for this book. I have now re-read it

has a complete book. I can really tell the difference. I can not wait till the next book.This book is a

little world heavy and a little slow. That is not necessarily a bad thing for he has entered a new

phrase in his growth. I love how this author has grown from one book to the other. I can't wait till

book 3.

Finished reading it in one go. The protagonist is getting older, and seems to be a bit more stable

and likable than in part 1. I certainly like the fact that the main character does not seem to like the

automatic violence and killing which seem to be inherent to this genre. Mind you, another part of the

genre is how protagonists keep pulling out new powers right about when they really need it and they

rarely get any serious beating or need to think. It is something I don't mind on occasion, but it is not

the type of heroes I prefer to read about.

well. i have to say. the story was good. not as good as the first. but my main issue was the book

itself. my download of it was so botched up from 58 pct to almost 70 pct it was a repeat from the

start. Either kindle messed up or the editor/ proofreader of this book need to be taken behind the

barn and shot

I couldn't put this book down. It did end in an odd place though. I wish a few more chapters would

have been written to tie into the upcoming book. Please write quickly I can't wait for the next book to

come out

I liked how this time the book talked about more of the main characters background-what I didn't like

is it got 2 descriptive on beast originally in the first book just common animals-I would recommend

this to anyone who is interested in the dragon ball z theme-I really really hope another book comes

out very soon!

Honestly, this whole series has been great! Unlike most books, the writing has slowly gotten better

over time. You can really see how much this author has grown from book to book. One thing to

note- the second book may be a bit slow for some people. However, personally, I didn't find this part

to be too bad, and I really appreciate all time that the author is spending towards world-building. A



fresh novel amongst amateur writers, I'm glad I started reading! Keep up the good work and looking

forward to book 3!
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